
 
 Annual Report 2020 

Chairman's Report 2020 
I don't think that 2020 has turned out to be what anyone expected.  It was good that 
bees were seen as livestock which enabled us to continue with our beekeeping, 
albeit not in our usual way, and I am sure that that bit of normality helped everyone.   
 
A big thank you goes to those Committee Members/Members who have kept the 
Denes Apiary bees and gardens in their usual fantastic condition and managed to 
carry out refurbishment work to the Apiary as you will see when you can return.  We 
managed to run Taster days and the beginner’s course whilst following government 
guidance and all were very well received.  Honey sales have done extremely well 
and exceeded all expectations, and the Association is in a strong financial position.  
The out apiary we are in the process of setting up progresses well and should 
hopefully be in place next year. 
 
I would personally like to thank the Committee members for their support and hard 
work in what has been a difficult year, and appreciate all that they have done for the 
Association. 

 

Apiary and Education report 
Due to the Covid situation the beginners course had to stop after 4 lessons, the last 2 
lessons were sent out by email. 2 persons could not attend the practical sessions. 
10 people have been trained in hive inspection and other practical skills. To comply with 
social distancing requirements teaching was carried out 3 times a week on Tuesdays 
Thursdays and Sundays. Thanks to support of a small group the teaching was completed, 
honey harvested and sold to a large and growing number of customers who queued outside 
the Apiary. 
During the year the Apiary has been maintained and improved. Following a windstorm in 
the summer the netting which has been in place for 6 years was torn and some of the 
supports were loosened. The posts were braced, all woodwork painted, and new mesh was 
put in place. The mesh is black and is easy to see through so public and teaching 
demonstrations will be much improved.    
 
 
 
 



 Part painted woodwork and old wind netting suffering from UV degradation 

 
All 

woodwork painted and new netting in place  
 

Beekeeping Experiences During July and August Beekeeping Experiences were held at the 
Apiary. Required distancing etc resulted in there needing to be less people on each 
occasion but all those who bought an experience had one.  
The Beekeeping Experiences are proving to be a successful way to educate the public on 
bees and their place in the environment as well as an introductory pathway for those who 
might wish to take up Beekeeping. It is intended to sell Experiences at £20 per person for 
the next season, they are popular as presents. 
 
 



Out Apiary 
The association is in the final stages of receiving a licence from Banks Renewable for an Out 
Apiary at their Moorhouse Windfarm. We have applied for a grant to help cover the costs of 
an enclosure on the site and have been allocated £1900 for this purpose from Banks Moor 
House Wind Farm Community Benefits fund. The grant is in arrears, we fund the work and 
reclaim the expenditure after the enclosure is completed. 
Once established the out apiary will allow 

x Those members who cannot keep their bees at home to have a secure site 
x A place for raising nucleus colonies for the association beginners  
x A secure place to house swarms collected. 
x A location for members who need to move bees a short distance to stage their 

colonies. 
x A queen rearing site. 
x A place for more teaching 
x Schools and Societies visits. 

This is a significant move forward and will be a great resource. Please when we are allowed 
to, volunteer to help get this new apiary built. Thankyou.  
 
Site of new Out Apiary Approximately 20metres by 10 metres outlined by orange stakes. 

 

  



Financial Highlights for 2019 - 2020 

The financial accounting period for 2019 / 2020 was extended by three months (fifteen 
months in total), to bring DBKA in line with both YBKA and BBKA. Our year end date is now 
the 30th September.  
Our financial accounts are currently being independently scrutinised.  
Unfortunately, due to isolation rules and then the second national lockdown this has not 
been a straight forward exercise. Once the figures are verified, the detailed accounts will be 
made available. 
So to summarise the different categories within the accounts; 
Subscriptions from a very solid, fifty eight members. 
Courses Even with the pandemic and the associated restrictions, more bee experiences 
were ran than ever before, plus a full beginner’s course was still completed. A big thank you 
to everyone involved with those, as it obviously wasn’t easy. 
More bee colonies were developed than before and made available to our membership.    
Donations were significantly increased. 
Honey sales exceeded all expectations.  
Apiary expenses were slightly increased as we developed both the amount and quality of 
our equipment. However, the majority of this was balanced off by holding fewer meetings 
which reduced the costs for the hall hire.   
Summary. We increased our income, effectively held our expenditure, and therefore have a 
very healthy balance at the Bank.  
 
Treasurer 
David Hirst 
 
Gardening and Grounds Report 2020 

All of activities and works carried out this year have been done under the appropriate Covid 
-19 guidance. 

The regular Tuesday sessions have continued, weather permitting, throughout the year 
with additional sessions on Wednesdays and Sundays while the practical part of the 
beginners’ course was been delivered. The increased number of public using the park for 
their daily walk during lockdown has greatly improved the awareness of the Apiary within 
the community and we have spent many hours talking through the fence answering their 
questions about the Bees and plants. This also led to socially distance queuing with many 
repeat customers.  Many mornings little gardening was done.

  



We have increased the area for growing wildflowers in front of the Apiary, planting the plug 
plants grown by members from the seeds given out at last years AGM. The February storms 
brought down some large branches and trees into the grounds. We worked with DBC 

arborists to clear up the area.  

 This was also the start of a waterlogging problem along the north side of garden. This was 
eventually sorted in August when working with Northumberland Water we discovered a 
land drain runs under the Apiary into the Cocker Beck. This was blocked due to the earlier 
flooding of the beck. 

We have continued to support the Friend of the Denes by litter picking around the area 
between the vehicle access gate and our fencing and maintaining the hedge next to the 
beck. 
The regular jobs of weeding, grass cutting, hedge trimming and maintenance have been 
carried out by a small group of volunteers throughout the year which we would like to 
thank for their time and enthusiasm put in to make the apiary much appreciated landmark 
within the Denes park and local area. 

 

 

EQUIPMENT UPDATE 

The pandemic has seen fewer members at the 
apiary this year, but some members have still 
borrowed some of the associations equipment. 
The spinners being the most popular items as the 
honey harvest began. Fresh stocks of consumable 
items have been purchased as well as some 
smaller items of equipment to aid the 
management of our colonies. 

The significant purchase this year has been the six 
new Abelo hives that have been purchased to 
replace some of the older hive stock.. 



 

For those of you that have used the 
nine frame extractor in the past will 
recall the amount of effort needed to 
manually spin the frames. Thanks to 
the efforts and know how of Laurie 
Brown, and his successful attempt at 
fixing a motor to the spinner those 
days of manually spinning are a thing 
of this past. Thanks Laurie. 

Both the beginners course and taster 
days made good use of our bee suits, 
with beginners borrowing a suit for 
the duration of their practical 
training. We have also purchased 
some additional child suits and larger 
sizes of the adult smocks to give us a 
better range for use on future taster 
days and courses. 

We continue to replace old 
equipment and acquire new to 
enhance DBKA ability to teach 
beekeepers and demonstrate 
beekeeping to the public 


